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Motivation

● “There has been evidence that identifying non-reliable sources is an effective 
tool to combat disinformation and increase the knowledge integrity of 
Wikipedia”

● “This will facilitate information about source credibility to editors as well as 
readers and allow the generation of perennial source lists in many other 
language editions”

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Research:Wikipedia_Source_Controversiality_Metrics 

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Research:Wikipedia_Source_Controversiality_Metrics


Goals of the project

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Research:Wikipedia_Source_Controversiality_Metrics 

“The main goal is to generate and assess 
actionable metrics for source 
controversiality in Wikipedia.”

“To guarantee universality (i.e. applicability to all Wikipedia language 
editions), knowledge equity and avoid dependence on the specifics of 

a given language, we will solely rely on language-agnostic 
approaches using mainly data from editing activity. “

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Research:Wikipedia_Source_Controversiality_Metrics


English Wikipedia Perennial Sources List
● “List of sources whose reliability 

and use on Wikipedia are 
frequently discussed”, classifying 
various domains as 

○ generally reliable

○ generally unreliable

○ no consensus

○ blacklist and deprecated

● Since it is a well regarded and 
extensively reviewed list, we will be 
using it as ground truth for the 
assessment of our metrics.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Reliable_sources/Perennial_sources

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Reliable_sources
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Reliable_sources/Perennial_sources


Previous work

● Perennial sources lists have been found useful to maintain knowledge integrity on 
Wikipedia [Baigutanova et al 2023a, Baigutanova et al 2023b], but only basic 
metrics have been applied and only focusing on high resource languages.

● Different index have been proposed by Wikipedia community [iffy index], and 
outside of it, to classify domain reliability [medias bias/fact check], but none of them 
rely on Wikipedia editors’ activity.

● Contropedia project developed a language-agnostic approach to assess 
controversiality of topics in Wikipedia pages [Contropedia], but does not look at 
sources.

https://dl.acm.org/doi/abs/10.1145/3543507.3583218
https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/3583780.3615254
https://iffy.news/
https://mediabiasfactcheck.com/
https://contropedia.net/


Previous work
Agreement between Perennial classification and MBFC labels

● “Generally reliable” 
classified mostly as high 
reliability by mbfc

● “Generally unreliable” have 
mismatched labels

https://mediabiasfactcheck.com/


Contropedia

https://contropedia.net/#demo 

Counting the amount of edits in the sentence containing a wikilink, it is measuring more (red) or less 
(blue) controversiality in relation to that topic

https://contropedia.net/#demo


Project phases

Data 
Collection

Metrics 
development

Metrics 
assessment



Data Collection: case study

● WikiProject related articles
○ WikiProject_Climate_change 

○ WikiProject_COVID-19 

● Other topics using ORES classification
○ Biology

○ History

○ Media

The main focus will be on climate change
articles.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:WikiProject_Climate_change
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:WikiProject_COVID-19
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Machine_learning_models/Production/English_Wikipedia_article_topic


Data collection: process
<ref name="EnvRschLtrs_20211019">{{cite journal 
|last1=Lynas |first1=Mark |last2=Houlton |first2=Benjamin Z. 
|last3=Perry |first3=Simon |title=Greater than 99% 
consensus on human caused climate change in the 
peer-reviewed scientific literature |journal=Environmental 
Research Letters |date=19 October 2021 |volume=16 |issue=11 
|article=114005 |doi=10.1088/1748-9326/ac2966 
|bibcode=2021ERL....16k4005L |s2cid=239032360 
|url=https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-9326/ac
2966}}</ref>

For all the revisions of a given set of articles:

● Parse revision to find source identifiers
○ Inside templates (DOI, ISBN, URLS, …)
○ Unstructured URLs

● If the source identifier is a URL: extract domain



For each revision and for each page we extract:

● Identifier of any source added or removed from previous revision

● Type of source identifier and where it was found 
○ Inside a template
○ In an unstructured form 

● Editor metadata: username (IP if not registered).

● Revision metadata: id, timestamp, comment, etc.

Data Collection: dataset



Data collection: dataset statistics

In the last column, there is the number of Perennial domain appearing in that set of pages. It is a 
small amount compared to all the domains -because Perennial list is indeed small- but we are 
using it as ground truth for our model
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How popular is a domain?

How much time has a 
domain been used on an 
article?

How many users 
added or removed a 
domain?

Feature engineering



Feature engineering
● Usage Statistics

○ In how many articles has that domain been used?
○ In how many articles is that domain currently used?
○ How many times has it been added and/or removed
○ …

● Permanence statistics
○ Age: how much time ago has it been added (n revisions/days)
○ Permanence: How much time has it been on a article (sum/avg/median, n revisions/days)
○ SelfPermanence: Ratio of time present since it was added: Permanence/Age (avg/median, n revisions/days)
○ …

● Editor-based
○ How many editor/registered users added/removed a domain from a article
○ Probability that the domain has been added/removed by a registered editor
○ …

Full information on features is available at: https://w.wiki/9STy 

https://w.wiki/9STy


Modelling approach

● We are using an implementation of XG-Boost

● Learning to distinguish perennial sources 
generally reliable vs. generally unreliable domains (binary classification task)

● Balancing model
weighting the model by size of positive (gen. reliable) and negative (gen. unreliable) examples

● Normalization strategies
○ metrics normalized by size of the dataset (to counteract extensive properties)
○ unnormalized metrics

https://xgboost.readthedocs.io/en/stable/


Model evaluation

● Leave-one-out validation to assess model performances.

● F1 macro score, since we are interested in recognizing both positive (gen. 
reliable) and negative (gen. unreliable) classes.

● SHAP values to observe how our features “behave” in our task.



Results

Performance metrics for climate change English model



Results

Performance metrics for climate change English model (MBFC as target)



Results

Climate change articles on English Wikipedia: Top 4 most predictive features

● SelfPermanence: If a domain is added and not removed, it is a good indication 
that the domain is reliable.

● Prob. registered editor end: If a domain is removed by a registered editor, it is a 
good indication that the domain is unreliable

● …

When it is added, does it stay on the article?
Has it been removed by a registered editor?
How many revisions has it been on a article?
How much time ago has it been added?

Unreliable       Reliable



Results

Youtube.com: an example of true negative on Climate change english pages

Despite being used on current Wikipedia pages, and being added frequently, the model correctly classify 
Youtube as unreliable because when added it is generally removed soon after (low SelfPermanence and 
low average Permanence)

When added, has it stayed on the page?

On average, how many rev. per page?

Is it currently used?

Has it been added recently?

How many days has it been visible?

All remaining features

Unreliable     Reliable



Results

Researchgate.net: an example of false positive on Climate change english pages

When the model fails to predict the correct label it could be an indication of domain misuse, e.g., 
researchgate.net (generally unreliable) is predicted as reliable because when added it is not removed (high 
SelfPermanence).

How many revisions has it been present in?

When added, has it stayed on the page?

Has it been added recently?

Is it currently used?

Has it been used in the past?

All remaining features

Unreliable     Reliable



Results
Testing this approach on other topics



Modelling other languages

● Ranking languages by  “total active users” as a measure of resource of a language Wiki
● Remove languages with less than 2 domains from reliable and unreliable Perennial Sources
● Distinguish between

○ High resource language: Top 5% (7 lang.)
○ Mid resource language: following 25% as mid, 
○ Low resource language: the remaining 70%

* English is omitted in these graphs

*

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Data:Wikipedia_statistics/data.tab


Results

Climate change articles on multiple language editions of Wikipedia



Evaluation

Articles from multiple topics on multiple language editions of Wikipedia

Using Mann-Whitney test for comparison against random classifier, then measuring the percentage of 
language where the model performs better 

● Model always works on high resource languages, for every topic
● Capacity to distinguish reliable from unreliable sources decreases on lower resource languages
● Considering all pages together, the model is performing better



Evaluation

Relation between F1 macro score and dataset size

● Considering all our datasets, 
better overall performance for 
high resource languages.

○ This is true for every metric 
of extensiveness of data

● There could be an effect of 
less attention on low resource 
languages to quality of 
sources, although it is difficult 
to distinguish this effect from 
the effect of dataset size



Evaluation

Relation between F1 macro score and dataset size

● Red area: extracting subsamples of 
english pages with increasing 
number of pages. Area is average 
and standard deviation of F1 macro 
for the model tested on that sample

● Blue area: average and standard 
deviation of F1 macro for 
languages where datasets have 
given amount of revisions



Evaluation

Relation between F1 macro score and dataset size

● Strong interplay between dataset 
size and F1 macro, either in 
English and other languages. An 
amount of around 10^5 revisions 
suggested to have stable results

● Once the model reaches “stable 
regime”, other effect come into 
play. Effect of attention to quality of 
sources (Perennial list in particular) 
that can be different in different 
wikis



Evaluation

Is it possible to train on one language-topic and apply to another?

● Model is quite stable when training on a topic of English Wikipedia and testing on 
another topic of English Wikipedia

● Cross-Language behaviour is instead less reliable due to specificity of the editor’s 
behaviour on different languages



Evaluation

What are the performances if we train the model on all languages?



Evaluation (general model)

Is it possible to train one general model to apply in all topics and all languages?



Summary of findings

● The model capacity to distinguish reliable from unreliable domains is dependent on quantity 
of resources/activity in a context and on attention to Perennial sources in that context.

● The model works better on high resource languages, where each metric can tell insightful 
information about editors’ behaviour with regard to perennial classified domains.

● The possibility of developing one only model to apply on all languages is compromised by low 
cross-language adaptability, although normalization and training on a general dataset give 
promising results

● The possibility of extending the model to all articles on each language Wiki is promising, 
since performances increase with resources.



Future work

● Can we improve model performances when training on all Wiki pages?

● Can we use the model to assess source quality in different contexts?

● How does model behave outside of Perennial sources? 

● Can we use the model to extend Perennial list?

● Produce reusable code and documentation for further research
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